Evading cybercriminals takes fancy footwork. Trends and tips from security pros: • Beware the click. The number of malware infections on home computers jumped 84.1% in December 2015 over the previous month. That's according to a report by Enigma Software Group, a PC security software firm. "We expected a spike during the holiday season in infections because we've seen it...
7:13 AM ET Stock futures are up. Apple is hinting at a breakout.

S&P 500, Dow Jones Futures Point To Higher Open; Apple Tests Buy Point

Apple Supplier, Lam Research Lead 5 Chip Stocks In Buy Zones As Sector Lifts Nasdaq, S&P 500
How To Invest Like Fidelity Stock Gurus Will Danoff And John Roth
Apple Investor Focus Shifts To Capital Return Plans
Lumentum Pops As Apple Seen Pushing Augmented Reality Into New iPhones
What Do Facebook, Grubhub, Salesforce Have In Common With This Breakout Stock?
Dow Retakes 50-Day As Apple Pegs New Closing High; Bitcoin Dives
Stocks Drive Ahead On Economic Data As Tariffs Take Back Seat
Dow Jones Futures Up On Trump-North Korea; S&P 500 Faces Key Test As Wage Data Loom
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